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T. A. Dowling (J. Combin. Theory 6 (1969), 251-263) proved the uniqueness of 
the graphs G(n, k) of the Johnson schemes for n > 2k(k - 1) + 4. We improve this 
result by showing the uniqueness of G(n, k) for n > 4k. 
I. INTR~DUCTI~N 
By a graph we shall mean a finite, undirected, simple graph. Let G be a 
graph with vertex set V(G) and edge set E(G). For any two vertices U, u in 
the same connected component of G, the distance d(u, u) between u an u is 
the lengh of a shortest path joining u and u. Then d(u, U) = 0 for all U, and 
d(u, V) = 1 if and only if U, t, are adjacent, denoted u - o. If u E V(G), we set 
D,(U) = {V E V(G): d(u, u) = i} and n,(u) = ID,(u)]. If nl(u) is constant for all 
U, then we just write it as n,. For u, u E V(G), we let p,“(u, u) = ]{ w  E V(G): 
d(u, w) =j, d(u, w) = k}]. And if $(u, u) is constant for all u, u with 
d(u, u) = i, then we just write it as pi,. We call G a distance regular graph 
(DW if IP~,~ are constants. (This definition is equivalent to that of 
Biggs [3].) An association scheme of class d is a pair (X, {R,},=,,...,,) of a 
finite set X of n points and a set of symmetric relations Ri (# 0) which 
satisfy: 
(i) R, = ((x,x): x E X} is the identity relation. 
(ii) For every x, y E X, (x, y) E R [ for exactly one i. 
(iii) For each fixed i,j, k E (0, I,..., d), [{z EX: (x,z) E Rj, 
(y, z) E Rk}( is constant (= pi,) whenever (x, y) E R,. 
With a distance regular graph of diameter d, we associate the association 
scheme V(G), PVt=O.I....,d , ) where (x, y) E R, if and only if d(x, y) = i. 
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Let G(n, k) be the graph of the Johnson scheme ./(n, k), i.e., the vertices 
are all k-subsets of a fixed n-set, and any two vertices are adjacent if and 
only if their intersection is of size k - 1. 
It is known that G(n, k) is a distance regular graph with diameter k. The 
parameters for G(n, k) are 
A question of great interest in this area is when DRG with the parameters of 
G(n, k) must be isomorphic to G(n, k). 
That the “triangular graph” G(n, 2) is unique was shown by Connor [6] 
for n > 8, by Shrikhande [ 151 for )2 < 6, and by Hoffman [9] and Chang [5] 
for n = 7. For m= 8, there are three other graphs which have the same 
#arameters as G(8,2). (Later it was shown by Seidel [ 141 that they can be 
obtained from G(8,2) by “Seidel switching.“) 
Next it was shown that the “tetrahedral graph” G(n, 3) is unique by Bose 
and Laskar [4] for n > 16, by Aigner [ 1,2] for n < 8, by Liebler [ 111 for 
11 < n < 16, and by the author [ 131 for n = 9,’ 10. Dowling [8] proved the 
uniqueness of all the Johnson graphs for n > 2k(k - 1) + 4. 
In this paper, we prove the uniqueness of G(n, k) for n > 4k (with k 2 4). 
We are thus quite close to a complete answer to the original question. 
THEOREM. Let G be a DRG with the parameters of G(n, k) and n > 4k. 
Then G z G(n, k). 
II. PRELIMINARY 
For the proof of the theorem, we use a classical theorem (see [lo, 
Theorem 3.2.11) on the spectrum of a real symmetric matrix, which was also 
used by Hoffman [9] and Liebler [ 111: 
Let A be a real symmetric matrix and suppose B is a principal submatrix 
of A. Suppose x is an eigenvector of B associated with te minimum eigen- 
value 1 of B. If ,U is the minimum eigenvalue of A, then 
(a) P Q 1, and 
(b) if p= A, then the natural injection of x from the ambient space of 
B into the ambient space of A is an eigenvector of A. 
Let G be a graph with the same parameters as G(n, k). We define A to be 
the (9 ) x (t ) matrix with rows and columns indexed by the vertices of G, 
(A),,=k-d(x,y) for xfy and (A),,=O. 
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LEMMA 1. The minimum eigenvalue of A is -k. 
Proof: It is known that (see [7]), the spectrum of A for G is the same as 
for G(n, k). But the matrix A for the graph G(n, k) can be expressed in the 
form A = CC’ - kZ, where C is the (i) X n matrix whose rows are the 
characteristic vectors of k-subsets of an n-set. Since (It) > n, A has the 
minimum eigenvalue -k. 
The ideas in Lemmas 2-4 are essentially the same as those used by 
Liebler [ Ill. 
LEMMA 2. Suppose S = {x, x,, x2, y, y,, yz} s V(G); d(x, Xi) = 
d(y,yi)= 1; d(x,y)=k- 1; d( x1, x2) = 2; and d(x, yJ = d( y, xi) = k for 
i = 1,2. Then at most one of the five following is true: 
d0, ,YJ = 29 d(x, 3 yj) = k - 1 for i, j = 1,2. (1) 
Zf any one holds, then the matrix A has z = 2x - 2y - x, -x2 + y, + y, as 
an eigenvector with -k as the associated eigenvalue. 
Proof: Suppose (1) happened for one pair. Let x, y, xi, x2, y, , y, index 
the first six rows and columns of the matrix A. Then 
/o 1 k-l k-l 0 0 
1 0 0 0 k-l k-l 
k-l 0 0 k-2 s u * 
k-l 0 k-2 0 t v 
0 k-l s t 0 w  
0 k-l u v w  0 
\ * * 
where s,t,u,vE{l,O} and wE{k-l,k-2) and either at least one of 
s, t, u, v equals 1 or w  = k - 2. Let 
Let P be an orthogonal (E) x (E) matrix with M as its first two rows, and let 
C be the top left 2 x 2 minor of PAP-‘. Then 
C=MAM’= 
-1 fi(k- 1) 
&k-l) f(k-2-s-u-t-v++) 
By Lemma 1, C has the minimum eigenvalue greater than or equal to -k. 
Since the characteristic polynomial of C is manic of degree two, this 
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amounts to 0 < det(C + kl) = (k - l){i(k - 2 - s - u - t - v + W) + 
k - 2(k - I)}. If w  = k - 2 (i.e., d(y,, y,) = 2), then the inequality above 
gives -(s + u + t + u)>O. So s=u= t=u=O. If w= k- 1 (i.e., 
d(y, ,y2) = l), then the inequality above gives s + u + t + u - 1 Q 0. So 
exactly one of s, t, U, u equals 1. In either case, C has -k as an eigenvalue 
and ($2, -1) is the associated eigenvector. Therefore z = 2(x - y) - 
(xi +x2 -y, -yZ) is an eigenvector of A. I 
LEMMA 3. Suppose n > 2k + 4 and S is a .subconJiguration as in 
Lemma2. Then d(y,,y,)= 1, andd(x,,yj)=kfor i,j= 1,2. 
ProoJ: Suppose not and take v E D,(x) f7 Dk(y)\S. Then by Lemma 2, 
A has z = 2x - 2y - X, - x2 + y, + y2 as an eigenvector and 0th component 
of ZA is zero. Thus 
0=2(k-l)+k-d(v,y,)+k-d(u,y,) 
- k + d(u, x1) - k t d(v, x2). 
Since d(v, xi) E ( 1, 2) and d(u, yi) E (k, k - 1 }, the equality above can only 
be satisfied if y,,y2 E Dk(u) and x,, x2 f D,(u). This shows that each of the 
pike, - 2 = n - 2k - 1 choices of u E D,(x) n D,(y) not in S is actually in 
D,(xi)nD,(x,). But since d(xl,xl)= 2, this implies n- 2k- 1 < 
ID,(x,) nDl(x,)\{x}l =P:~ - 1 = 3, which is a contradiction. 1 
A set of 4 points {a, a’, b, b’} is called a critical conj?guration (CC) if 
d(a,a’)=i=d(b,b’), d(a,b’)=j=d(a’,b) and d(a,b)=i-j=d(a’,b’), 
whereO<j<i<k. 
LEMMA 4. Let S = {a, a’, b, b’} be a critical configuration. Then for any 
c 6?i S, d(c, a) + d(c, a’) = d(c, b) t d(c, b’). 
Proof. The principal submatrix B of A corresponding to S is 
i 
0 k-i k-itj k-j 
B= 
k-i 0 k-j k-itj 
k-i+j k-j 0 k-i ’ 
k-j k-i+j k-i 0 1 
It is easy to see that (1, 1, -1, -1) is an eigenvector of B with -k as the 
associated eigenvalue, and thus z = a t a’ - b - b’ is an eigenvector of A. 
Just as in Lemma 3, the result follows from the fact that ZA has cth coor- 
dinate zero. I 
The following is an easy consequence of Lemma 4: 
582b/33/3-5 
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COROLLARY 4. Let d(x,y)=2 and zED,(x)nD,(y). Then lD,(x)n 
NY) nW)l a 2. 
Proof: Suppose lDl(x)nD,(y)nD,(z)l<2, then there is wED,(x)n 
D,(y)nD&). And this gives CC{x,y,z, w}. By Lemma4, for any 
W’ E 4(x) n W+\{z, ~1, 4 z, w’) + d(w, w’) = 2, which implies z - w’. 
So ID,(x) n D,( JJ) n D,(z)1 = 2, which finishes the proof. I 
III. PROOF OF THE THEOREM 
The main part of this section is Lemma 8, which proves that every edge is 
in a unique clique of size at least n - 2k + 2. First we need to state Lemma 5 
without proof. 
LEMMA 5 [ 121. Let a graph G be connected and P:(x,y) < 4 for any 
x,y E V(G) with d(x,y) = 2. And assume that for all x E V(G), D,(x) is 
partitioned into k cliques of size n - k, K, ,..., K,, such that any point Of Ki is 
adjacent to exactly one point in KI if i #j. Then G g G(n, k) for n > 2k. And 
for n = 2k, either G E G(2k, k) or G is doubly covered by G(2k, k). 
Lemma 6 will be used to prove the uniqueness in Lemma 8. 
LEMMA 6. If A, B are two distinct cliques (i.e., there are a E A, b E B 
such that a + b) with at least n - 2k + 2 points and n > 4k, then 
IAnBIG 1. 
Proof Suppose the lemma fails. Let c, d E A n B, a E A, b E B, and 





This implies 0 <x < 4k - n, so n < 4k which is a contradiction. m 
Lemma 7 is mainly for the proof of Lemma 8. 
LEMMA 7. Let A U {w} and B U {w} be two distinct maximal cliques 
such that AnB=QI. Then I{aEA:ID,(u)nBl)2}lg3 and 
I(bEB:ID,(b)nAI>2}1<3. And if there is a point aEA such that 
I(bEB:a-b}l>2, then I{aEA:D,(a)nB#0}1<4 and I{bEB: 
D,(b) n A # a}] C 4. Also, I( (a, b): a E A, b E B, a - b}l < max{9, min(]A ], 
IBI)I. 
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Proof. We know that for each Q E A, there are at most three points in B 
adjacent to a. 
Case 1. There is an Q E A such that a is adjacent to three points in B. 
Then for all b E B\D,(a), b is not adjacent to any point in A. By switching 
the role of A and B, we may assume ID,(b) nA 1 Q 2 for all b E B n D,(u). 
Since a E D,(b) nA for all b E B no,(u), we finish this case. 
Case 2. There is an a, E A such that a, is adjacent to exactly two points 
b,, b, in B. (We may assume that for all b E B, b is adjacent to at most two 
points in A.) 
Then for all b # b,, b, E B, b is adjacent to at most one point in A. 
Suppose there is b # b, , b, E B such that b - u2 # ur E A. By assumption, a, 
is not adjacent to both b, and b,. If u2 7~ b,, then by Corollary 4, u2 N b,. So 
a, is adjacent to exactly one of b, and bz. Since both b, and 6, can be 
adjacent to at most two points including ur in A, we finish the proof of this 
case and Lemma 7. 1 
From now on, we assume n > 4k and k > 4. 
LEMMA 8. Every edge is in a unique clique of size at least n - 2k + 2. 
Proof: The uniqueness follows from Lemma 6. Suppose there is an edge 
(x, y) such that (x,~) is not contained in a clique of size n - 2k + 2. Let 
A =Dk-1(X)n4-,(~), B=Dk-l(~)nD,-I(~h C=Dk-,(X)nD,(h 
D = Dk(x) n D,- i(y), and E = Dk(x) n D,(y). Then by Lemma 3, for c E C 
and d E D, D,(c) n Dk(x) and D,(d) n Dk(y) are (n - 2k + 1)-cliques. 
SUBLEMMA. Each d E D has a unique c E C adjacent to it. 
Proof. Uniqueness of c follows from Lemma 4 and the fact that 
{x, d,y, c} is a CC. Suppose there is a d E D such that D,(d) n D,(y) E E. 
Let D,(d)nD,(y)= {We,..., w,-~~+~ }. Then for each i there is a c, E C such 
that ci - wi, because IDI( Cl = IDl(w,)nDI. Let K(c,)= 
D,(c,) nE\{w,} and K(d) = D,(d) n D,(y). Then note that D,(d) n K(q) = 
D,(c,) n K(d)\{ w,} = 0 for all i. 
Case 1. There is an i such that D,(c,) n D # 0. (Let d, E D,(cJ n D.) 
Say i= 1. 
Since {x, d,,y, c,} is a CC, d, - d. We will consider D,(z) n D,(d) for all 
z E K(c,). Note that I D,(z) nK(d)\{w,}( Q 1, since d, E D1(z) n D,(d) 
(using Corollary 4). Claim that for each z, there exists b E D,(z)n 
D,(d) n B such that ID,(b) nK(c,)l = 1. First suppose there exists 
w’ # w, E D,(z) nK(d). Then D,(w’) nK(c,) = {z) because d E D,(w’) f-7 
D,(d,). Consider D,(w’)n D,(c,) (which already contains z and w,). By 
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Corollary 4, there is a b E D,(w’) nDi(c,) nD,(w,)\E such that b #z. But 
since wi, w’, c, E D,(b), b E B. This implies b - z (otherwise, apply y to 
CC(b,z, w’,ci}), b-d, (by applying b to CC{x,d,,y,c,}) and b-d 
(otherwise, apply x to CC{b, d, w’, d,}). Therefore there is a b E Dl(z) n 
D,(d)nB. Next supposeD,(z)nK(d)= {w,}. Then w,,d, ED,(z)nD,(d). 
By Corollary 4, there is a b E D,(z) no,(d) nD,(w,) such that b # d,. 
Since pi, z, d E D,(b), b E B. This implies b - d, (otherwise, apply x to 
CC {b, d, , z, d}) and b - c1 (using CC{x, d, ,y, c,)). In both cases, 
w,, z, c,, d, E D,(b), which implies that ID,(b) nK(c,)J = 1, otherwise, b 
would be adjacent to every point in K(c,) and ID,(b) nD,(x)l > 
IK(c,)U(w,,d,,d}I=n-2k- 1 +3=n-2k+2. This finishes the claim. 
Now consider D,(d)nDD,(w,). By the claim, n - 2 > IK(d)\{w,}l + IK(c,)l = 
n - 2k + n - 2k - 1, which implies n < 4k - 1, contradiction. 
Case 2. K(ci) n Dk(x) G E for all i = l,..., n - 2k + 1. By Lemma 7, for 
each i we may assume that there exists Ki G K(ci) such that 
lK,I>n--2k-3 and jDl(z)nK(d)\{wi}J< 1 for all zEK,. Let 
K= U;:fk+’ K,, S = {z E K: ID,(z) n K(d)/ = 2) and T = K\S. Consider 
DI(d)nD,(z) for all zEK. For zES, let z’EK(d)nD,(z). By 
Corollary 4, there is a b E D,(d) no,(z) n B nD,(w,) (if z E Ki). Then 
b-z’, otherwise, apply x to CC{b,z’,z,d}. So ID,(b)nSnK,IG 
ID,(b)nK(d)\{wi}l<2 for all i and ID,(b)nK(d)l<3, which implies 
ID,(b) n S( < 6. Similarly for each z E T, there are at least two 
b,,bzED,(d)nD,(z)nB and ID,(b,)nKI<9 for i=l, 2. Note that 
ID,(d) n BI = 2k - 1, since ID,(d) nA ) =P:-~,~-, = (k - 1)’ and ID,(d) n 
D,- ,(x)1 =p:- ,k = k*. Let us count {(b, z): b E D,(d) n B, z E K}. Then we 
get 9(2k-l)>s+2t=2lKI--s>2 (n-2k-3)(n-2kt 1)-s, where 
s = 1 S I and t = I TI. On the other hand, s < 6(2k - 1). By combining the two 
inequalities, we get n < 4k t 1 for k > 4, which is a contradiction and 
finishes the sublemma. 1 
Fix d E D and let c be the point in C adjacent to d. Then {x, d, y, c} is a 
CC and it follows from Lemma4 that D,(d)n D,(y) c Dl(x). By the 
assumption (that there is no clique of size at least n - 2k t 2 on the edge 
xy), there are xi, x2 E D,(d)n DI(y) such that x, +x2. By Lemma 3, 
d(x,, w) = k for all w E D,(d) n D,(y) = K(d). Claim there is w E K(d) 
such that Dk(xl)n D,(c,) is not a clique, where ci E Dk-,(x,)n D,(y)n 
D,(w). Suppose this is false. Then as in Sublemma Case 2, there is a 
Ki C D,(Ci)n Dk(X1)\{Wil such that IKil~n-2k-3 and ID,(z)nK(d)\ 
(wi}l< 1 for all zEKi where K(d)= {w~,...,w,-~~+,}, ciED,(wi)n 
Dkpl(xl) n Dk(y). And consider D,(d) n Dl(z) for all z E K = U;~~“” Ki. 
We need to check D,(d) n D,(z) n D,(w,)\K(d)\K E Dkpl(xl) n DkWl(y) 
for z E K. Let b be in the left-hand side set. Then first clearly b E Dkel(xI), 
so it is enough to show b 6Z CUE. But b cannot be in C, otherwise, 
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( D,(d) n C ( > 2, contradiction. Also b cannot be in E, otherwise, 
x~~f=W)nW,) and this implies that D,(b) nD,(x,) is a clique 
containing wi and z, so contains D,(c,) nD,(x,) and d, contradiction. 
Exactly the same counting as in Sublemma Case 2 gives a contradiction, and 
we finish the proof of the claim. Therefore, there is w  E K(d) such that 
D,(x,)nD,(c,) is a clique, where c, ~D,_,(x,)nD,(y)nf),(w) by 
Lemma 3. This implies c1 E C, otherwise, D,(x,) nD,(c,) is an 
(n - 2k + 1)-clique containing x and y, contradiction to the assumption. 
Now let K(c,) = D,(c,)nD,(x)\{w} be a clique with {d,} =K(c,)n D. 
Claim there is z E K(c,) such that Dl(z) nK(d)\ {w) # 0. Suppose this is 
false. Then consider Dl(z) n D,(d) for all z # d, E K(c,). By the similar 
argument as Sublemma Case 1, n - 2 = \D,(d)n Dl(w)l > IK(d)\(w}I + 
jK(c,)\(d,}j = n - 2k + n - 2k - 1. This gives a contradiction and proves 
the claim. Let z’ E D,(z)nK(d). Then (z, c, z’, c,] is a CC and by applying 
x1 to this, we get z E D,- l(x1) n E. Since D,(z) n D,(x,) cannot be a clique, 
D,(z) n Dk(xI) has to be a clique. But the clique contains w, z’, which 
implies that D,(z) n Dk(x,) 2 K(d) U {d}. So we get a contradiction and 
finish the proof of Lemma 8. 1 
LEMMA 9. Every edge is in a clique of size at least n - k + 1. 
ProoJ Let x be an arbitrary point and let K, U {x},...,Ku, U (x} be the 112 
maximal cliques containing x. By Lemma 8, IK,) > n - 2k + 1. Let 
L=lJy!“=,K,. Count ((y,z):yEK,,zEL,y-z}. Then 
IK,I(n-W,I-I)= =T l{(y,z):yEK,,zEK,,y-z}J iY* 
by Lemma 7 
=(n-k)k-IK,I. 
This inequality simplifies to (K, I- (n - k))(lK, I- k) > 0. Since IK, ) > 
n - 2k + 1 > k, IK, I> n - k. Since x was arbitrary, we finish the proof of 
Lemma 9. 1 
Proof of the Theorem. Let x be an arbitrary point and let 
K, U {x},...,K, U lx) be the m maximal cliques at x. (We know m Q k and 
1 Kil > n - k by Lemma 9.) Consider K, and K, and we may assume 
lK, I < IK,I. If there is y E K, such that Dl( y) n K, = 0, then we consider 
Dl(x)n Dl(y). By Lemma 7 and by a similar argument as Lemma 8, 
n-2>n-k- 1 +$(n-k-3) or n-2>sn--k- 1 +f(n-k). In either 
case, we get a contradiction. So we may assume Dl(y) n K, # 0 for all 
y E K,, and it follows from Lemma 7 that 1 Dl( y) n K, I = 1 for all y E K,, 
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and this implies IK, I= IK, (. Since K, and K, were arbitrary two cliques at x, 
[Kil=IKji and iKjn7D,(y)(=IKjnDl(~)l= 1 for all y EKj, zEK, and 
i #j = l,..., m. This implies lD,(x)l = m(n - m) with m Q k. So m = k and 
wk have the hypothesis of Lemma 5 which finishes the proof of the 
theorem. I 
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